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By Duane Thomas
The mainstays of Cowboy Action Shooting are

a pair of single-action revolvers. A question all
CAS shooters have to ask themselves when they
begin competing in the sport is just how they’re
going to carry those two guns.

To start with, forget shoulder holsters. While
they have a certain “look” and can be a great part
of costuming, there’s no way to do a draw from a
shoulder holster without violating the 150/170
degree safety plane or, depending on the design,
actually pointing the gun straight to the rear.

There are basically four acceptable ways to
carry your two guns: (1) Double Butts Forward, (2)
Double Butts Rearward, (3) One Crossdraw, One
Butt Rearward, (4) Double Crossdraw. All these
choices have virtues and vices.

DOUBLE BUTTS FORWARD:
This is the least popular choice, though given

my own esthetic sense I think it’s the “prettiest”
way to carry two guns. It definitely has the “look”
which is of definite importance to many CASers.
It’s a very historically authentic method of carrying
two handguns, the most famous Old West charac-
ter using it of course being Wild Bill Hickock with
his twin Colt 1851 .36 cap-and-ball revolvers. Just
a personal opinion, but I would say that in order
to be morally correct using this carry mode you’ve
pretty much got to be carrying a pair of 1851s…
with ivory grips just like Wild Bill’s. 

The strong points of this system are its “look”
and historical authenticity. Unfortunately, unless
you’re very careful during the draw, it’s all too
easy to violate the safety plane, or point a gun at
part of your body. Now, executing a safe draw
from a butt-forward holster is hardly an impossi-
bility. You simply draw the gun straight up; with it
still pointed up-and-down you then rotate your

wrist to the outside in a semi-circle, then raise the
gun toward the target. This is called a “twist” or
“cavalry-style” draw. It may be argued that unless
you’re willing to put in the practice to do a safe
draw you have no business competing from the
holster with any set-up including this one, and if
you are willing, you can be safe with anything.
However, more so than other rigs, this one
requires intensive practice and a real attention to
detail during the draw to be safe.

People using this set-up tend to compete in
Frontier Black Powder, Duelist or Plainsman. Since
folks in these categories are usually very con-
cerned with historical authenticity, more often
than not they fire the gun with one hand (this is
mandatory in Duelist or Plainsman). With this hol-
ster system, if you’re male, you pretty much have
to draw the gun on the off-hand side with the off-
hand. It is for most men slow and awkward, if not
impossible, to reach all the way around the body
with their shooting hand to draw a gun from the
off-hand hip, and also difficult to do without vio-
lating the safety plane. Women by contrast, with
their generally more flexible upper bodies usually
find it quite easy.

So you’re standing there with a gun in your off-
hand; you must now either switch it to your shoot-
ing hand, or shoot it from the off-hand. In Frontier
Black Powder (or any other category except
Plainsman or Duelist, for that matter) you might
keep the gun in your off-hand and bring the shoot-
ing hand up to reinforce your grip and thumb-
cock. However unless you’re truly ambidextrous
none of these techniques is going to be as fast and
natural as a holster set-up that allows drawing
both guns with the shooting hand.

DOUBLE BUTTS REARWARD:
This is the method used by most Silver Screen
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